Summer-Winter Community Garden Executive Committee Meeting
April Meeting: April 14, 2015 7:30
Present: Amanda, Andrew, Andy, Chris, Rachel, Phil, Steve M.
Agenda
Vacant Plots: As of meeting, vacant plots are: W17, W20. E7, E11, E16
Chris will pass Rachel the waiting list so she can coordinate showing times
Water main damage: In response to reports of water line ruptures, ExC discussed and
concluded that there needs to be a plan to repair the lines with new lines or reinforcement, to be
done in sections. The ExC needs a member to lead this effort. Andrew will arrange a lead for
this project.
Path: Steve M. presented on a proposed path redesign for the main path that divides the East and
West sides. The proposed path would be constructed with a permeable material comprised of
crushed stone, possibly lighter, locally-sourced limestone. It would make an interlocking path
that is ADA compliant, still permeable, drain effectively, require less maintenance, and remain
cooler than nearby paved, impermeable surfaces. This would be an expensive project requiring
thorough consultation, exploration of donors, and collaboration of other institutions. ExC
requested a rendering of the path and mock-up to present to membership at the Spring meeting.
Steve M. agreed to provide the rendering.
Spring Meeting: To be held Sunday, May 17 after the workday.
Mulch Procurement: The garden needs dark double-chip mulch for the perimeter. Chris will
arrange a shipment from Recycling Center using a delivery service Mike from Tristate Dump
Truck. Motion for the expense, nte $300. Motion granted.
Work Day: Upcoming workday on April 25, 2015. Andy agreed to lead the workday and
remind membership of workday. Perimeter to be focus.
Additional: Chris informed ExC of sale at Greensgrow for community gardens of 10%. He
signed up Summer-Winter and Andy will inform membership.
Meeting adjourned at 9pm .

